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Dear Ms. Hewat:
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to work and gain experience with such a unique organization. We are confident that you will be satisfied with the 30th anniversary campaign that we have created.
The accompanying proposal provides an extremely comprehensive response to all of the requirements
that we discussed in our first meeting regarding Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary. The information
enclosed will help you understand our vision for this project and the methods behind our ideas.
Below, I have outlined the main points of the proposal for you to review until we meet in person on
Friday April 27th, 2018. The content is as follows:
LANGDON HALL’S 30TH ANNIVERSARY
Part 1: Situation & Organizational Analysis
Part 2: Public Analysis
Part 3: Strategy
Part 4: Communication Tactics
Part 5: Schedule
Part 6: Budget
Part 7: Evaluative Research
Part 8: Communication Samples
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2.

Introduction
It all started 30 years ago when a family came across a royal estate property in Cambridge,
Ontario. William Bennett and Mary Beaton saw an opportunity to create the humble abode into a
first-class destination for luxurious accommodation, exquisite dining and an impeccable remote
location.
Langdon Hall is a member of Relais and Chateaux, “an association of more than 550
landmark hotels and restaurants operated by independent innkeepers, chefs, and owners” (Relais
& Chateaux, 2018, Who we are section). This destination offers 60 luxurious guest suites, a
full-service spa, outdoor swimming pool and a five-diamond award-winning restaurant with
elegant reception rooms (Langdon Hall, 2018). It is not only a place for luxury and elegance but
Langdon Hall also holds a unique and unparalleled history behind every element of its grounds.
The gardens, the prominent main house and other small details are what makes this place so
special.
Langdon Hall is approaching its’ 30th anniversary in 2019. This opportunity offers a potential advantage for the organization to reach its publics as it is not only an event that will celebrate
the accomplishment of the destination site, but it will also serve as a canvas to celebrate the past
and introduce the future of Langdon Hall.

Opportunity Statement

We have the opportunity to provide events and promotions throughout the year that will be
tailored not only to celebrate 30 years of success with their loyal guests but to also attract new
guests and provide special events throughout the year. For the loyal guests, this will be something
new and exciting that they can look forward to and it also brings awareness and promotion to
those that have never been. A large budget allows for an opportunity to run luxurious events and
promotions that Langdon Hall guests are so accustomed to.
It is a requirement for Langdon Hall to acknowledge and celebrate 30 years of successful
business. If no action is taken, it will be perceived by the public and employees as careless and
ungrateful. It will also dishonour the preservation of the unique history that Langdon Hall offers as
not only a vacation destination but also as the home of the original owners and settlers to the
region.
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Situational Analysis
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Situational Analysis

Through primary research, we conducted a situational analysis that allowed us to better
understand the opportunity of the 30th anniversary. We felt that conducting primary research
was our best option as it provided us with an opportunity to get an internal view of the situation
that Langdon Hall is facing. Our first step was to interview the head of communications, Anna
Hewat. During our meeting, we discussed the history of the original owners of the property,
Eugene Langdon Wilks, and how he came to settle in the area and build the estate. Wilks and
his wife built the property as their summer home and after the death of her husband and the
outbreak of war in Europe, Marguerite Wilks moved back to Langdon Hall and continued to
raise her daughters. Her daughter, Catherine, inherited the property and sold it to the current
owners in 1982. Bennett and Beaton renovated the property to become a country house hotel
and has been running since 1989 (A. Hewat, personal communication [interview], February 26,
2018).
Due to the profound history of the site, Anna saw an opportunity for us to plan a campaign that celebrates the 30 years of ownership and the unique heritage of the grounds. She
also felt that this event would be an excellent opportunity to not only celebrate Langdon Hall’s
loyal guests but also to begin to introduce the next generation of Bennett owners as the current
couple enters the early stages of their retirement.
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Organizational Analysis
Internal Environment
In order to examine the internal environment of Langdon Hall, we will be examining a
variety of criteria. In order to gather the information below, we conducted secondary research.
We reviewed multiple sources provided to us by staff at Langdon Hall.
Performance. Performance refers to the quality of the goods and services provided by the organization (Smith, 2013, p. 43). Langdon Hall’s performance is proven to be excellent time and time
again through the awards and recognition they have received in the industry. To name a few,
Langdon Hall has been recognized as the #2 hotel in Eastern Canada according to the opinions
of 80 thousand Condé Nast traveler readers (Langdon Hall, 2018). On top of that, the country
house hotel is one out of only two locations across Ontario that is a prestige member of Relais &
Chateaux, a luxury membership for those seeking five-star service (Langdon Hall, 2018). Other
accomplishments consist of earning five diamond recognition for their restaurant, four diamond
recognition for their accommodation, as well as appearing on multiple top 100 lists for restaurant
and wine service (Langdon Hall, 2018). Due to these prestige recognitions, it has been proven
that Langdon Hall’s performance is of the highest standards in the hospitality industry.
Niche. “A company’s specialty, function or role that makes the organization different from other
organizations is considered its niche” (Smith, 2013, p. 44). Langdon Hall is a unique vacation
destination and as a result, attracts visitors from a very specific demographic. It’s Relais & Chateaux membership promises guests a very high level of expertise and service upon their arrival.
The destination offers their guests the opportunity to dine at a first-class restaurant, as well as
tour and relax in all parts of the grounds, access many historical sites and bring all members of
their family including their pets. The geographical location and proximity of the venue to
surrounding towns allow Langdon Hall to fit into a niche market. Regularly, to access remote
destinations people have to travel a few hours from their homes, however, Langdon Hall offers
the same serenity and is much closer in proximity to Toronto and surrounding areas.
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Structure. The structure in an internal environment reviews “the purpose or mission of the organization as it relates to the situation at hand, as well as the role public relations plays within the
organization” (Smith, 2013, p. 44). Langdon Hall’s mission is: “[t]o provide a place of peace and
charm in a country setting with each guest experiencing warm, personal service and the finest
quality regional cuisine” (Langdon Hall, 2018). Our campaign will be focused on celebrating this
country setting and the history that it has been providing for the last 30 years. The campaign will
offer promotional events that tailor to Langdon Hall’s tradition while also promoting its success. A
variety of well-thought public relations tactics and professional communication strategies will be
used throughout this campaign.
Due to the private ownership and high-level of service that Langdon Hall provides, it holds
a very strong ethical base and does not have very many, if any, internal impediments.
Public Perception. Public perception is the key focus of this audit, it is what people know and
think about the organization (Smith, 2013, p. 45). In order to examine Langdon Hall’s public
perception, we conducted primary research.
Visibility & Reputation. The extent to which an organization is known is its visibility (Smith,
2013, p. 45). Langdon Hall is unique in the way that it relies mostly on promotion through
word-of-mouth. It holds a very strong reputation and as a result, does not require a strong social
media presence or large promotional events. According to the communication’s manager, Anna
Hewat, a large portion of their overnight guests were solely wedding attendees, spa guests, or
restaurant guests that have come back on their own due to their positive experiences with Langdon Hall. According to feedback from hotel guests, Anne and Ron Dlugokeckiey, they were introduced to Langdon Hall’s dining through their long-time friends and have been coming ever since
(A. & R. Dlugokeckiey, personal communication [interview], February 26, 2018). Through interviews with other guests, the most common form of knowledge about the organization is through
word-of-mouth referrals, overnight accommodation gifts and gifted spa visits (A. Hewat, personal
communication [interview], February 26, 2018).
An organization’s reputation is based on its visibility and how people evaluate the information they have about the organization (Smith, 2013, p. 45). Langdon Hall’s strong reputation is
upheld by being a Relais & Chateaux member as well as several award recognition in the hospitality industry. Due to these awards, potential guests can have a preconceived notion that the
services and amenities at Langdon Hall will be of exceptional standards.
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External Environment
An examination of an organization’s external environment includes an analysis of supporters, competitors, opponents and other external impediments (Smith, 2013, p. 47). In order to complete this specific analysis, we will be examining Langdon Hall’s supporters and competitors.
Supporters. In our public relations efforts for the 30th-anniversary campaign, we feel that our
biggest supporters will be past guests that will want to participate in the celebration of the destination. Hewat suggests that the anniversary event hosts past celebrity chefs that have either helped
contribute to the success of Langdon Hall or have been successful because of their experience
there (A. Hewat, personal communication [interview], February 26, 2018).
Competitors. According to the director of sales and marketing, Kate MacKay, Langdon Hall has
few competitors in the area but competes with destinations in Muskoka and Niagara-on-the-Lake
(K. MacKay, personal communication [interview], February 26, 2018). MacKay suggests that Langdon Hall has certain competitors in more specific elements of their business including their spa and
dining. Potential spa competitors include Ste. Anne’s Spa in Grafton, Ontario and Scandinave Spa
in Blue Mountain, Ontario. The primary dining competitor is Alo Restaurant, the second Relais &
Chateaux member in Ontario. Other more local competitors include brunch service at the Cambridge Mill and Ancaster Mill.
Langdon Hall does not have any opponents that are against their organization due to their
ethical values, private ownership and preservation of history in the area.
Conclusion
After conducting primary and secondary research, we were able to recognize the opportunity to create a public relations campaign focused on the 30th anniversary. Completing background
research and conducting a situational and organizational analysis has helped us propel our planning forward and enter the public analysis stage of our campaign.
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Public Analysis
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Introduction

After considering the framework of our campaign and its overall goal, we decided to
separate the key publics into three categories including customers, producers and enablers. For
the purpose of this campaign, we decided to eliminate the limiters because our program will not
be directed to this specific public. Throughout the planning process of this campaign, we may
consider this group and their opinions as possible forces that may impact the success of the
campaign, however, we will not be directly promoting to them.

Customers

Former/Current Customers
Former and current customers are an active public because they discuss and act on a
shared issue, in this case, the 30th anniversary campaign. Their positive experiences at Langdon Hall will help propel the campaign forward. According to Anna Hewatt, Communications
Manager at Langdon Hall, a lot of the tickets sell to former and current customers first to the
point where the events sell out before all of the people who intended to go can purchase a ticket.
Situation. The primary wants and needs of this group of customers is a reason to return to
Langdon Hall. From our primary research, it is known that this destination offers an extremely
high level of customer satisfaction. When customers return they expect the same quality of
service.
Organization. According to our primary research through interviews with past and current customers, they perceive the organization as a luxurious and relaxing vacation destination. The
geographical location of Langdon Hall allows customers to visit for short or longer periods of time
and gives them an opportunity to escape from their busy lives.
Communication Behaviour. Typically, customers at Langdon Hall are in an older age demographic. As a result, the primary form of communication that they use is newspapers, magazines,
email and some Facebook use. A large portion of guests are Relais & Chateaux members. The
prestigious membership acts as an opinion leader for persuading this group of customers to visit
the destination.
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Demographics. As mentioned previously, customers are in an older age demographic, consisting of people between 40-70 years of age. This group includes both men and women who are
in a higher income bracket. and who can afford to spend their money on luxurious products and
services. These individuals live in the Kitchener Waterloo Region and the greater Toronto area
and are motivated by the desire to fulfill the need of high quality hospitality, spa and dining
services.
Personality Preferences. The personality preferences for former/current customers compliments their communication behaviour. This public would most likely respond to a combination of
emotional and logical appeals. The emotional aspect of the message could explain the unique
history and services that Langdon Hall offers and how customer’s loyalty contributes to the
organization’s overall success. The logical component could focus on the facts about the destination like their Relais and Chateaux membership.
Potential Customers
This group of customers is a latent public. They do not yet recognize Langdon Hall as an
option for their vacation and have not yet acted in the opportunity. Through the 30th anniversary
campaign, we can promote to potential customers to turn them from latent to aware.
Situation. The primary wants and needs of this group of customers is a reason to visit Langdon
Hall for the first time. They require something that peeks their interest and acts as motivation to
encourage them to become guests of the destination.
Organization. Through our communications with potential customers, we aim to educate
people and help them understand the high-quality services Langdon Hall provides.
Communication Behaviour. We will continue to communicate to people of an older age demographic, a group that has shown to be successful in the past. The primary form of communication that we intend to use to educate and inform potential customers is newspapers, magazines,
email and Facebook. Some posts will be targeted specifically to Relais & Chateaux members
because we anticipate that a large portion of potential guests will be current members. The
perception that Relais & Chateaux has towards Langdon Hall will act as an opinion leader for
persuading this group of customers to visit the destination.
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Demographics. As mentioned previously, customers are in an older age demographic, consisting of people between 40-70 years of age. This group includes both men and women who are in
a higher income bracket. and who can afford to spend their money on luxurious products and
services. These individuals live in the Kitchener Waterloo Region and the greater Toronto area
and are motivated by the desire to fulfill the need of high quality hospitality, spa and dining
services.
Personality Preferences. The personality preferences for potential customers compliments their
communication behaviour. This public would most likely respond to a combination of emotional
and logical appeals. The emotional aspect of the message could explain the unique history and
services that Langdon Hall offers and how customer’s loyalty contributes to the organization’s
overall success. The logical component could focus on the facts about the destination like their
Relais and Chateaux membership.

Producers

Financiers
Langdon Hall is privately owned and does not have any investors, donors or stockholders.
The only financiers are the owners of the property.
Suppliers
Although some could argue that the chefs at Langdon Hall are simply employees, the
Relais & Chateaux recognition of the destination makes it that the chefs act as suppliers for the
hotel. They provide food of the utmost quality to the standards of being worthy to be honoured by
Relais & Chateaux. They are providing a quality service to the hotel and its visitors. This group of
producers is an active public and their role will help the 30th anniversary campaign and event be
a success as they provide a unique service to potential guests.
Personnel
The employees of Langdon Hall are an active public as they are fully involved in the organization’s success. This dedication will serve the 30th anniversary campaign very well. Employees range from guest services, gardeners, spa attendants, stewards, maids, servers, and
bartenders that are all crucial to Langdon Hall’s success.
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Key Characteristics of Financiers and Personnel. This is an analysis of both groups of producers that impact our campaign.
Situation. Since the producer category consists of employees, we assume they would want the
destination to be successful. The hotel is privately owned and there is room for growth within the
company that allows for employees to build their hospitality career.
Organization. Due to Langdon Hall’s Relais & Chateaux membership, many hospitality professionals strive to work at the destination. Many employees who work at the hotel remain loyal to
the organization and become deeply invested in its history and reputation.
Communication Behaviour. Producers of Langdon appreciate older methods of communication
due to their target audience being of an older demographic, however, they use newer forms of
communication in efforts to keep the organization current during the digital age. Producers use
social media and electronic communication internally at their place of work, as well as in their
regular day-to-day lives.
Demographics. There is not a set demographic of producers at Langdon Hall as some employees are as young as 16 years of age and others are as old as the late sixties. Some young
employees recognize that working at Langdon Hall has the potential to propel their hospitality
careers forward, while other more seasoned employees have stayed with the organization
throughout their careers. Employees at Langdon Hall are both men and women and their income
levels vary depending on their position.
Personality Preferences. This group of producers would be most likely persuaded by emotion,
hearing praise and recognition for their performance. In the case of an issue, these suppliers
would perhaps respond better to criticism that focused on ways that they could better themselves
as individuals and professionals.
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Enablers
Media

The media will leverage the campaign by sharing stories on social media, newspapers, and
magazines focused on Langdon Hall’s 30-year anniversary. Some specific media outlets that
enable Langdon Hall include Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, The Globe and Mail, The Toronto Star
and Relais & Chateaux platforms. There is a potential for the media to also produce a short TV
news segment. Stories can be focused on where they started, where they are now, and where they
are going. They can also highlight the unique history that the destination has in the community and
celebrate the family’s private ownership. This group of enablers is currently an aware public and
that we hope to make active through sharing stories about the 30th anniversary.
Situation. The media is a business and have a strong need and want to make money. We think
that the 30th anniversary campaign is a newsworthy story that is worth their time.
Organization. Langdon has been featured in numerous travel magazines as a luxury destination.
The media would most likely be inclined to feature the campaign because of Langdon Hall’s high
visibility and strong reputation. Through the campaign, we would like to maintain positive coverage
of the hotel and want the media to celebrate the hotel’s success.
Communication Behaviour. The media is very focused on digital communication. The Relais and
Chateaux platforms would include more traditional communication.
Demographics. Media personnel consist of men and women who vary in age and levels of
income. They are motivated by their desire to secure newsworthy stories first as well as to make
money.
Personality Preferences. Due to the focus on deadlines and the monetary business function of
the media, this public would most likely be persuaded more by facts. They will most likely want to
know what they will get out of covering a story on the 30th anniversary of Langdon Hall including
the level of potential viewership, the cost to produce the story or series of stories and whether or
not the media personnel will have exclusive rights to the story.
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Opinion Leaders
The largest group of opinion leaders for Langdon Hall is their past customers. This group
of people influences potential customers to visit Langdon Hall and experience the unique destination for themselves. The key characteristics of this group of enablers are listed above in the
“Former/Current Customers” section. This is an active public and their stage of development will
help promote the 30th anniversary campaign through word-of-mouth.
Regulators
The regulators are professional organizations that set standards or norms for a business.
In Langdon Hall’s case, a regulator is Relais & Chateaux. In order for the hotel to keep their
membership, they must meet food, wine, and service demands required for recognition. This is an
active public as it is fully invested in the organization. Relais & Chateaux could help promote the
campaign to members who are visiting the surrounding area.
Situation. In order to be a member of Relais and Chateaux, an organization must offer a very
high level of dining and cuisine. This feature attracts many customers.
Organization. Relais & Chateaux perceives Langdon Hall as a first-class destination due to
granting them their prestige membership.
Communication Behaviour. Many Relais & Chateaux members are featured in popular travel
magazines. They have an online website that shows all of their destinations around the world.
Demographics. This characteristic does not apply to this specific category of enablers.
Personality Preferences. This public will presumably respond best to a combination of facts and
emotion. They will want to know simply whether or not the organization meets the regulations of
Relais and Chateaux. They will also want to know about unique facts and stories about each of
their members so that they can publish stories about each place in order to effectively promote to
potential customers.
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Benefit Statement for Each Public
Customers
The 30th anniversary campaign gives Langdon Hall customers an opportunity to celebrate
the success of a unique and historic destination. It allows Langdon Hall to say, “thank you” to
customer who have been pivotal in their success.
Producers
The 30th anniversary campaign will allow past and current employees to be recognized as
important contributors to Langdon Hall’s success and as leaders in the hospitality industry.
Enablers
The 30th anniversary campaign will provide enablers with stories to share across their
readership, viewership and membership bases.
Conclusion
After completing a public analysis, we were able to recognize the key publics in our public
relations campaign. Completing this analysis will help us propel our planning forward as we enter
the strategy stage of our campaign.
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Strategy
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Communication Program Objectives
The overall goal of Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary campaign is to recognize the destination’s achievement and the loyal guests who have helped contribute to its success over the past
30 years. The campaign will aim to promote awareness and acceptance of the 30th anniversary
campaign, resulting in an increase of activity among target demographics surrounding the campaign.
Awareness
To have an effect on the awareness of citizens aged 40-70 (men and women in a higher
income bracket) in the greater Toronto area and Kitchener-Waterloo region; specifically to
increase their understanding towards Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary (70 percent within the 30th
anniversary year - 2019).
Acceptance
To have an effect on the acceptance of citizens aged 40-70 (men and women in a higher
income bracket) in the greater Toronto area and Kitchener-Waterloo region; specifically to gain
their acceptance of Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary (70 percent within the 30th anniversary year
- 2019).
Action
To have an effect on the action of citizens aged 40-70 (men and women in a higher
income bracket) in the greater Toronto area and Kitchener-Waterloo region; specifically to obtain
an increase in event participation during Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary celebration (100
percent sales in each event throughout the anniversary year - 2019).
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Proactive Strategic Approach
We chose to use a proactive strategy in the launch of the 30th anniversary campaign. A
proactive strategy “enables an organization to launch a communication program under the conditions and according to the timeliness that seem to best fit the organization’s interests” (Smith,
2013, p. 113). The 30th anniversary campaign will be launched under the conditions of reaching
30 years of being open to the public. Events and activities will be primarily focused in the warmer
months of the year, as Hewat has stated this is their busiest time. The goal of our proactive communication strategy is to generate publicity, newsworthy information, audience engagement and
special events that will help support the 30th anniversary celebrations.
Before we launch the campaign, we want to ensure that we have secured celebrity chefs
for events. We would also want to reach out to individuals (past guests and employees), to ensure
that we have historical stories to share about the unique destination from a first-hand point of
view.
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Former Customers

The Communication Strategy Elements

Objective: Peak their interest in returning to Langdon
Hall for the 30th anniversary events (aim to get 25
percent of former customers to return sometime during
2019).
Message Source:
●We will use effective communication through a credible
message source: Langdon Hall’s direct email account.
●Past customers will trust the communication message
as it is coming directly from the hotel itself to their
personal inbox.
●Email through Langdon Hall is the most strategic
communication strategy to reach former customers.
●Langdon Hall continuously gathers customer email
addresses and uses their email list to promote events
happening at the hotel.
●Hewat says this is extremely effective in reaching their
former customer base and motivating them to be
engaged in Langdon Hall events.
●We will use their past success with direct email for our
30th anniversary campaign as it has been proven that
past customers trust this message source.
Message Appeals:
●We will appeal to former customers emotions through
sentimental communication messages focused on the
development of Langdon Hall over the past 30 years and
the memories made there.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●Langdon Hall is celebrating its’ 30th year of opening.
●It all started 30 years ago when a family came across a
royal estate property in Cambridge, Ontario. William
Bennett and Mary Beaton saw an opportunity to create
the humble abode into a first-class destination for luxurious accommodation, exquisite dining and an impeccable
remote location that you could enjoy.
●Since then we have grown in size but our values remain
the same.
●Providing you with exquisite dining, an impeccable
location, and exquisite spa amenities is always our top
priority here at Langdon Hall.
●We would like to thank you for your loyalty over the
years and would like to invite you to be a part of our 30th
anniversary celebrations.
●We will be hosting a garden party in July featuring

celebrity chefs, live music, and garden cocktails.
●It will be an elite social gathering where you can mingle
with other guests that love the destination just as much
as you.
●Tickets will go on sale in May for this celebration.
●Throughout the year we will be offering exclusive
promotions to celebrate our achievement
with our guests.
●We will send an email inviting you exclusively throughout the year for other events and promotions at Langdon
Hall.
●Thank you for making us a success. We hope to see
you throughout our anniversary year.
Non-verbal:
●The email will show a picture of the front of Langdon
Hall.
●It will feature Langdon Hall’s current logo with “30
years” incorporated into it.
●The email will appear as an invitation and will be
addressed exactly to the person that is receiving the
message. Ex. “Dear Mr. Smith.”
●Colours used will consist of neutral tones such as
beige, gold, brown, black, and grey to stay consistent
with the branding on their website.
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Current Customers
Objective: Encourage to attend anniversary events as
well act as spokespeople for the campaign (aim to have
50 percent to recommend Langdon Hall to friends/family
in 2019).
Message Source:
●The current customers will be considered credible
because of their recent experiences with Langdon Hall
and their expertise on the destination.
●They can act as spokespeople to promote 30th anniversary celebrations and promotions to their friends,
family, and the community.
●Through social media, word of mouth, blogs and trip
reviews on online travel websites we would like current
customers to promote the hotel through their personal
experiences over the years, and promote their experiences during the 30th year using the hashtag “#LangdonHall30Years” on their social media channels.
Message Appeals:
●Current customers will use rational appeals to reach
potential customers using testimonies, endorsements,
examples, comparison, and analogies through social
media, word of mouth, blogs, and trip review websites.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●Langdon Hall is a destination that feels like you are far
away from the hustle and bustle of the city, but you don’t
have to drive four hours to get there.
●Their dining is impeccable, and their wine pairs
perfectly with what they serve.
●Their rooms are luxurious with a fireplace and the
comfiest bed, you will never want to leave.
●The grounds are beautiful all times of the year.
●The garden is lovely during the spring and often chefs
use produce grown from their very own garden on the
grounds.
●The pool in the summer is perfect for relaxing by.
●The changing leaves in the fall are beautiful when
going for a hike on the trails.
●The snowy white setting is beautiful when sitting near a
cozy fire during the winter.
●They have been privately owned for 30 years now and
are celebrating all year for the anniversary.
●There will be an elite garden party in July you have to
attend with us to celebrate this exquisite destination.
●They will be featuring celebrity chefs and there will be

live music.
●It will be an elite social gathering where you can mingle
with other guests that love the destination.
●Tickets will go on sale in May for this celebration.
●Throughout the year there will be exclusive promotions
to celebrate their 30th year. You should try and make it
their during this special time to see the events they run.
Non-verbal:
●Photos of guests experiencing Langdon Hall that they
can show to their friends and family.
●Photos will include guests enjoying hotel amenities and
services.
●Langdon Hall will share guest photos that use the
hashtag on their official Instagram page.
Communication Elements:
●Current guests will share their stories on a blog linked
to Langdon Hall’s website.
●Through travel websites such as TripAdvisor, we would
like current customers to share their positive experiences with the destinations.
●We will encourage this by sending an email to the
guests after their stay asking them to write a review for
Langdon Hall.
●We will provide a brochure for current guests consisting of information surrounding the events happening
throughout the 30th anniversary year, as well as a brief
history of Langdon Hall.
●In this brochure, we will encourage customers to use
“#LangdonHall30Years” when posting any photos to
social media.
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Potential Customers
Objective: Peak their interest in visiting Langdon Hall for
the 30th anniversary events (aim to turn 100 potential
customers into current in 2019).
Message Source:
●As stated previously, we are hoping to use current
customers as spokespeople to reach potential customers
as they are credible influencers.
●In addition to this, we will use effective communication
through public relations strategies using the Langdon
Hall name as the credible source.
Message Appeals:
●To reach potential customers we will be using rational
appeals such as testimonies, endorsements, examples,
comparison, and analogies through social media, word of
mouth, blogs, and trip review websites.
●To reach potential customers we will be using emotional
appeals promoting Langdon Hall as more than a destination, but a home away from home that helps celebrate
life’s big milestones.
●We will also share stories of Langdon Hall’s unique
history to spike interest in potential customers and to
educate them of its’ unique history, making them more
emotionally involved.
Communication Messages:
Rational Communication Messages:
●Langdon Hall is a destination that feels like you are far
away from the hustle and bustle of the city, but you don’t
have to drive four hours to get there.
●Dining at Langdon Hall is impeccable and is always
paired with a perfect glass of wine.
●Rooms are luxurious with a fireplace and the comfiest
bed, you will never want to leave.
●The grounds are beautiful all times of the year.
●Langdon Hall has been privately owned for 30 years
now, we are celebrating all year for the anniversary and
would like you to join us.
●There will be a garden party in July featuring celebrity
chefs, live music, and cocktails.
●It will be an elite social gathering where you can mingle
with other guests that love the destination.
●Tickets will go on sale in May for this celebration.
●Throughout the year there will be exclusive promotions
to celebrate the 30th year that make it the perfect
opportunity for you to come see our beautiful hotel.

Emotional Communication Messages:
●The original owner, Eugene Langdon Wilks settled in
the area from Europe and built an estate.
●Wilks and his wife built the property as their summer
home and after the death of her husband and the
outbreak of war in Europe, Marguerite Wilks moved back
to Langdon Hall and continued to raise her daughters.
●Her daughter, Catherine, inherited the property and
sold it to the current owners in 1982.
●It all started 30 years ago when a family came across a
royal estate property in Cambridge, Ontario.
●Bennett and Beaton renovated the property to become
a country house hotel and has been running since 1989
●William Bennett and Mary Beaton saw an opportunity to
create the humble abode into a first-class destination for
luxurious accommodation, exquisite dining and an
impeccable remote location.
●Since then we have grown in size but our values
remain the same.
●Providing you with exquisite dining, an impeccable
location, and exquisite spa amenities is always our top
priority here at Langdon Hall.
●No matter what you are celebrating we are here to
celebrate your big milestones with you, and we would
like you to celebrate our big milestone with us during our
30th year.
Non-Verbal:
●Photos will include past guests enjoying hotel amenities
and services.
●Langdon Hall’s current logo with “30 years” incorporated into communication messages.
●Photos of Langdon Hall throughout the four seasons.
●Historical photos of original owners, and the original
estate property.
●Photos of the current owners when the destination
opened.
●Photos of current owners today.
Communication Elements:
●Rational communication messages will be shared by
current customers acting as spokespeople through
testimonies, endorsements, examples, comparison, and
analogies through social media, word of mouth, blogs,
and trip review websites.
●Emotional communication messages will be portrayed
through Langdon Hall’s unique history.
●Aspects of the history will be shared through social
media channels (Facebook and Instagram), newspapers
(Toronto Star, Globe and Mail, Cambridge Times, Kitchener Record), and Langdon Hall’s website.

22.

Suppliers
Objective: Encourage celebrity chefs to act as spokespeople for the 30th anniversary events and to attend the
event as the producer of exquisite dining (aim to have
four celebrity chefs visit and share stories throughout
2019).
Message Source:
The celebrity chefs will be considered credible because
of their expertise within the industry and specifically the
Relais & Chateaux performance standards. The chefs
would be celebrity spokespersons because they are
charismatic and familiar to potential event attendees,
people who are more familiar with the high-class
professionals.
●The chefs will speak primarily in-person at events
through formal and non-formal speeches.
Message Appeals:
The suppliers could present:
●Appeals to positive emotions, such as the love shared
during family dining experiences at Langdon Hall over
the past 30 years.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●One-sided argument: We want to simply reinforce and
reiterate the high dining standards of Langdon Hall and
the service that we provide.
○The audience will already be friendly
towards the suppliers at the events.
○The position of the chefs will be the
one that is primarily presented.
○The objective is to maintain and
increase the audience and customers
favourable opinion towards the destination.
●We would like to thank the guests for dining at our
location for 30 years and show them our appreciation by
providing them with an elegant display of food and drink
at various anniversary events.
●My experience at Langdon Hall provided me with a
great foundation for success.
●Langdon Hall is recognized around the globe for its
stunning grounds, historical architecture and overall
expertise. I am proud to be standing here today, helping
them celebrate this important milestone in the destination’s legacy.
Non-Verbal:
●The chefs will speak with elegant and professional

language in a sentimental tone that captures the
importance of the 30th anniversary campaign.
●The chefs will be dressed in their clean, traditional chef
attire.
●As previously stated, the chefs will be well-known
celebrities and previous employees of Langdon Hall.
●The chefs will be attending Langdon Hall, where the
various anniversary events will be taking place.
●Photos of the chefs and their professional experiences
will be shown behind them on a large screen when they
speak.
Communication Elements:
●The colours will be classic tones and will match the
surrounding decor of the anniversary event(s).
●Live music at speaking events (soft volume so that
speakers can be heard clearly)

23.

Personnel
Objective: Raise their awareness about the history of
Langdon Hall so that they can share stories with guests
while working (aim to increase their knowledge by 100
percent in 2019).
Message Source:
The staff of Langdon Hall will be considered credible
because of their roles within the unique destination and
because they will have participated in specific training
for the 30th anniversary campaign. The personnel would
be dynamic speakers, projecting enthusiasm and
friendliness to guests about the 30th anniversary
campaign events and celebration.
Message Appeals:
The personnel could present:
●Appeals to positive emotions, including the importance
of loyalty from guests in the history and development of
the vacation destination;
●Appeals to positive emotions, such as the love and
sentiment shared between seasoned employees and
loyal guests.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●One-sided argument: We want to reiterate the unique
qualities and services of Langdon Hall, including its 30
year history.
○The audience will already be friendly
towards the personnel working at the
anniversary events and at the destination itself
(through promotional periods).
○The position of the personnel will be
primary when they are consulted by guests
about the celebrations.
○The objective is to maintain and
increase the audience and customers
favourable opinion towards the destination.
○Another objective is for the personnel
to express their own positive experiences at
Langdon Hall.
●I am excited to be a part of Langdon Hall’s 30th
anniversary because it has provided me the opportunity
to work as a professional in one of the most elegant
destinations.
●I am pleased to be a part of the 30th anniversary of a
destination as exquisite and historically rich as Langdon
Hall.
●You should join us in celebrating this destinations 30th

anniversary because we would like to show Langdon
Hall’s loyal guests our appreciation.
Non-Verbal:
●The personnel will speak in a professional language
that exudes sincerity and kindness.
●The personnel will be dressed in special uniforms
designed specifically for the 30th anniversary year of
Langdon Hall.

24.

Media
Objective: Raise awareness and produce publicity
surrounding the 30th anniversary of Langdon Hall (aim to
have one story in the news media each month in 2019).
Message Source:
The media will be considered a credible source because
of their expertise in reporting on newsworthy stories. The
media serves as a persuasive speaking outlet with
specialized training and facts (interviews, testimonials,
statistics, etc.) to back up their stories.
Message Appeals:
Emotional:
●Appeals to positive emotions, such as the importance
and love of convenient family vacations.
Rational:
●A factual proposition based on advantages to adults of
vacationing closer to home;
●A value proposition asserting that supporting local
businesses is in the best interest of the region.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●Two-sided argument: The media will want to maximize
their ability to obtain readership and potentially persuade
their audience. This model allows them to be perceived
as more honest and respectful of the audience’s intelligence.
●With it being increasingly difficult to travel abroad on
planes, have you considered a destination that is closer
to home?
●How can you help our economy by staying close to
home this holiday vacation?
●Langdon Hall: A historical destination in our humble
region.
●Langdon Hall celebrates 30 years of excellence.
●A great milestone for an independently owned local
destination.
Non-Verbal:
●The media should use professional language to support
any presented facts.
●Sentimental language to appeal to current and potential
customers.
●Language that encourages audiences to act upon what
they’re reading.
●The articles could feature photos taken by the media or
supplied by Langdon Hall and their guests.

Communication Elements:
●Certain media articles will feature standard design
schemes.
●Targeted media pieces may borrow design elements
from Langdon Hall’s internal communications.
●Messages will be shared through social media channels, TV platforms and traditional print (newspapers).

25.

Regulators
Objective: Encourage Relais & Chateaux to share
promotional pieces with members across their various
platforms (aim to have one set story that stays on their
communication platforms for all of 2019).
Message Source:
The regulators will be considered a credible source
because of their very high level of expertise and recognized position in the travel industry. Due to the high
standards set out by the Relais and Chateaux membership, the regulators would a persuasive speaker.
Message Appeals:
Emotional:
●Appeals to positive emotions, including romantic
getaways;
●Appeals to positive emotions, such as love of family
festivities;
●Appeals to positive emotions, such as loyalty towards
Relais and Chateaux and their services.
Rational:
●A value proposition stating a renewed commitment to
consumer satisfaction.
Communication Messages:
Verbal:
●One-sided argument: Relais and Chateaux will want to
reiterate the unique qualities and services of Langdon
Hall, including its 30 year history.
○The audience will be reading the regulator’s
publications because they are already in favour
of their services and destinations.
○The position of Relais and Chateaux
will be of primary focus because they will be
publishing content to simply inform and entertain their audiences.
○The objective is to maintain and
increase the audience and customers favourable opinion towards the destination.
●Relais and Chateaux holds our members to the highest
standards of excellence and we are proud to celebrate
Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary.
●The dining experience at Langdon Hall encompasses
Relais and Chateaux’s vision of excellence and we are
excited to celebrate their 30th anniversary.
●Langdon Hall: A Worthy Relais and Chateaux celebrating 30 years!

Non-Verbal:
●The Relais and Chateaux publications will feature
professional and inspiring language.
●Publications will feature photos of Langdon Hall
through different times in the last 30 years of operation.
Communication Elements:
●Some of the publications will feature Relais and
Chateaux design elements (colours, logos, etc.).
●Some publications will adopt Langdon Hall’s design
elements (colours, logos, etc.).
●Messages will be shared in regulator’s channels, such
as travel magazines, social media channels, etc.

26.

Communication Tactics

27.

Interpersonal Communication Tactics

28.

29.

30.

Schedule

31.

January
Jan. 7-11
Jan. 14-18
Jan. 21st
Jan. 22-25
Jan. 28th
Jan. 29-1

Write script for speech.
Secure location in Langdon Hall for speech to
take place.
Set-up necessary equipment for speech and film
speech.
Edit video.
Release video on online and social media plat
forms.
Design social media, direct email and write news
release promoting awareness around open
house.

February
Feb. 4-8
Feb. 11-15
Feb 18-22
Feb 25-1

Use online platforms, social media, direct email
and local news sources to promote the open
house.
Create an online document for visitors to sign up
for specific time slots that they will be attending
and promote through online platforms.
Finalize snack and drink menu.
Continue all promotions until all time slots are
fully booked.
Create a contest in which visitors fill out a survey
for a chance to win a night at Langdon Hall (dinner and one night’s stay).
Design and print survey forms to be released at
the open house.

32.

March
March 2nd

March 4-5
March 18-22
March 25-29

Execute open house event.
Have staff on site to act as brand ambassadors.
Offer small food and drink refreshments.
Distribute survey.
analyze survey results.
Announce winners of contest and contact recipients.
Begin organization process for Garden Party.
Set an official event date.
Create wish list for special guests.
Set a day that tickets will be released for sale
(April 18).
Design direct e-mail piece that includes invitation
to Garden Party.

April
April 1-5

April 8-12
April 15-18
April 18

April 22-26
April 29-3

Use direct email list to send out invitations.
Designate staff members to take ticket orders
over the phone or email (schedule staff for April
18th).
Social media promotion announcing garden party
event.
Continue email and social media promotion
around ticket sales for April 18th.
Ticket sales officially released to public.
Keep a running and organized attendance list of
guests.
Begin organizing special guests and entertainment.
Begin organizing menu and catering.
Purchase gift bags for attendees.

33.

May
May 6-10
May 13-17
May 20-24

Secure and finalize entertainment.
Secure staff to work event.
Secure special guests (celebrity chefs and guest
speakers).
Finalize wine and drink list for event.

June

Finalize any details around event.
Continue social media and email promotion if
tickets are still available.
Purchase Fireworks for event.

July
July 1-5
July 6

Sept 16-20

Sept 23-27
Sept 30-4

Set up event (including decorations, table set up,
stage set up etc.).
Event Day.

September

Draft and design Cocoa in the Country direct
email, social media, and event branding.
Set a day for tickets to be released (October
14th).
Release on social media and direct email
announcement of event.
Designate staff members to take ticket orders
over the phone or email.

34.

October
Oct 7-11
Oct 14
Oct 14-18
Oct 21-25
Oct 28-1

Select an appropriate location to hold guests in
for food and beverage.
Ticket sales officially released to public.
Keep a running and organized attendance list of
guests.
Continue social media and email promotions.
Finalize snack and drink menu.
Purchase and organize gift bags.
Ensure enough staff to work event.

November
Nov 4-8
Nov 11-15
Nov 16

Continue promotions and continue ticket sales if
they are still available.
Finalize route for site tour on day of event.
Finalize any details around event.
Event Day.

35.

Budget

36.

Online Speech

37.

Open House

38.

Garden Party

39.

Cocoa in the Country

40.

Evaluative Research

41.

Progress Evaluation
Langdon Hall will evaluate the progress of its 30th Anniversary Campaign according to the
following six-part plan:

1. count attendance at first two events of the campaign series;
2. track distribution and media use of news releases, social media and other materials disseminated by Langdon Hall;
3. email survey among current Langdon Hall customers who attended the first two events of
2019; the purpose of this survey will be to assess their acceptance and action about the 30th
anniversary campaign and their attitudes towards it;
4. content analysis of newspaper articles, radio and television reports, studying the positive/negative nature of the reports about Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary;
5. review copies of comments and suggestions in the suggestion box, notes to company managers and other print and/or email messages regarding the 30th anniversary campaign;
6. media monitoring through search engine optimization and google analytics.

The evaluation report will be provided to the owners of Langdon Hall, William Bennett and
Mary Beaton, as well as the communication manager, Anna Hewat. This report will become the
basis for future event-focused campaigns.

42.

Summative Evaluation
Langdon Hall will evaluate the overall success of the 30th Anniversary Campaign according to the following five-part plan:

1.email survey among current Langdon Hall customers who participated in the events in 2019;
the purpose of this survey will be to compare it to the results of the first survey conducted and
assess current customer’s acceptance about the 30th anniversary campaign;
2.content analysis of newspaper articles, radio and television reports, studying the positive/negative nature of the reports about Langdon Hall’s 30th anniversary;
3.review copies of comments and suggestions in the suggestion box, notes to company managers and other print and/or email messages regarding the 30th anniversary campaign;
4.media monitoring through search engine optimization and google analytics;
5.review the profit and losses initiated from the 30th anniversary campaign.

The final evaluation will be presented to company owners and then will be shared with
employees.

***All costs associated with the evaluation are included in the administrative costs of the public
relations manager outlined in the budget.

43.

Communication
Samples

44.

Direct Email

Dear Valued Guest,

As Langdon Hall approaches its 30th anniversary, we have prepared a list of
those with whom we would like to celebrate our success! You are receiving this
email because you have been a loyal guest of our property for many years.
Guests like you have allowed Langdon Hall to host some of your most cherished
memories and this is our opportunity to say thank you. We are officially inviting
you to attend our exclusive 30th anniversary Garden Party on July 6th, 2019.
Tickets will be $150 and will go on sale beginning April 18th, 2019. We hope that
you will join us in celebrating this milestone for Langdon Hall!

Sincerely,

Willian Bennett & Mary Beaton

45.

Media Pitch

46.

References

